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Yes, I’m a Brit, been here for 4 years.

No I don't know the queen but I have been to some of her houses



MobILE

not 

MobILL

and yes I say things differently or should I say correctly - Mobile, Data, Pavement, Jolly Good but nothing too different I hope



Best Practices

Sorry, no Best Practices only good ideas, it all depends on your context, project and organization.

I’ll give you some things to think about, areas you might not have considered and a few real-life incidents from Atomic and the tester community so you might go away 
thinking “I should test that”



And there will be some Audience participation - starting NOW

Who has iPhone? How has Android? Who has both? Who has a phone like mine?

Who has a small screen? big one?Everyone upgraded to the latest OS?

Anyone have a low battery?

Already I’ve listed a few common variations that may or may not affect your app




Mnemonics

Going to use a mnemonic to help your thinking and provide a framework for you to think about when testing your app



Audience participation - who knows what a mnemonic is?

Anyone use them?

Make sure to Explain WHAT a mnemonic is - a word or phrase to help you remember



SF DEPOT 
FAILURE 
HICCUPS 

FCC CUTS VIDS 
SLIME 
SPIES 

CRUMBS

testers like using them, who wouldn't want to use SLIME?



CRUSSPIC STMPL

and of course testers like coming up with things that don't follow the rules



Jonathan Kohl

Canadian Tester

Tap Into Mobile  
Application Testing

I SLICED UP FUN

Credit for this mnemonic goes to Jonathan

You too could have a car like this if you think of a good mnemonic

No he doesn't test Canadians but it should be

- SLICED UP FUN EH



I SLICED UP FUN
Interfaces

And here we go - I will Run briefly through all the letters in the mnemonic to give you test ideas

Touch, gestures Built in Keyboard External keyboard Bluetooth

Ways of holding and rotating and tilting - launch the app with the device in portrait, landscape, upside down and in-between, shaking, Tap outside the button or menu 
area, tap quickly, many fingers. And thanks to Sylvia’s presentation I’ve learned a whole lot more - e.g. head gesture




“Connecting my Bluetooth 
headphones while the app 
is backgrounded crashes it”

a tale from the test community - have you ever run this test? Only takes a few seconds so why not?



“Happened this morning while using my phone to 
stream to car multimedia system”

a tale from Atomic

I have an old car so I have a request in to Atomic for a new car for the test department



Voice input

If you’re developing a drink app then can a user order a Martini, shaken not stirred

Written by a Brit company - what happens when an American tries it? Or a Northern Brit? Or a Scot? Fun fact -  American men do James Bond when trying a British 
accent



Brit Men do John Wayne



Anyone creating apps for a watch - the interfaces for this are crazy



Ask audience for guesses?



15

Thank you Apple, job security for testers, so many ways it could go wrong 



I SLICED UP FUN
Store

Onto the Store - there has to be a way to get your app into the hands of customers

App Store and Google Play are the barriers to getting your app out there



Make sure your app follows the guidelines and isn't rejected - have you read the small print? If it’s for nuclear or chemical weapon it will get rejected



This is more likely - working out if your app uses encryption causes a lot of confusion, is https encryption?



Plenty of blog posts that try to answer the question for you

I wont give a definitive answer now, it depends on your project - go and feel some pain



If there is a deadline cough Art Prize cough how will the app get through the store approval in time? What if it gets rejected?

How will Alpha and Beta testers get hold of it?




I SLICED UP FUN
Location

Does you app need to know where your user is? What if the user is moving fast - sprinting, on a bike, motorbike or did you assume the person would be walking or 
standing still?




did anyone go Beep Bip when they saw this - or is that just me?

What about users that are world travelers - or even US travelers - and switching time zones?

Do you have an ‘average usage’ calculations that might blow up if a user has 26 or 22 hour days?



Is your app going to be used worldwide - if so, does it offer different languages and does the usage follow the country customs?

Good luck fitting German text onto small buttons




En español por favor

Internal Server Error

error de servidor interno

If your app is in different languages are the errors also done?

I



I SLICED UP FUN
Interactions and Interruptions

Your app interacts with the humans and the components that make up the phone - already covered humans with Interfaces

Your app interacts with the device settings - have you tried changing them and seeing if they affect your app? If they don’t, should they - larger text? if you were at the 
accessibility talk earlier you might have learned of more things to test - I did!



Your app interacts with memory - does it leak? What happens if your app runs for a week?

Other apps will not be as great as yours and will leak - so how does your app deal in a low memory state?



Your app interacts with the system power - is it a battery killer? If so, get ready for some 1* reviews. 

What happens in a low power state now that phones have “low power mode”? 

When you plug it in to recharge does it affect your app? It shouldn't - but have you thought about testing it?




Your app uses the CPU - does it run it at 100% and make the phone hot?



Real life story

Last week my iPad2 wanted to install some updates ( yeh, thanks Apple for your upgrades that make it slow and crashy), no room for them - my alarm clock app was 
taking up 2.5GB

What the heck was it doing, storing every time I cursed it when it goes off in the morning?

Deleted and re-installed -> 27Mb



Interruptions

Notifications appear - low battery, connection lost, other error messages

Do these cause any problems for your app?



from other apps e.g. mail



eg calendars



I SLICED UP FUN
Communications

• Texts 
• Calls 
• IM 
• Video 
• Email

A phone isn't just for apps, it was really designed for making calls What happens when a text or a call or FaceTime comes in when you are using the app?

If you’re in the middle of an app and a call arrives and you take it or reject it - any effect on your app?

Not too much to say, I think Jonathan just put this C in to make his mnemonic sound good



“App becomes unresponsive 
if you check Chrome while 
it’s backgrounded”

another one from the test community



I SLICED UP FUN
Ergonomics

Is the app comfy to use? Does using the app cause any physical strain? Are you staring at a small screen full of data? Are you getting sore fingers and wrists from using 
the app? Are the colors too bright or too dull - what environment is the app used in? Will they be entering lots of data? Do they have to view lots of data and details?




Some users are sensitive about their hands - can someone with big hands easily use your app?

Can users with small hands - e.g. children - easily access all the functions? On a big tablet?



If they are going to use it in bed, is it comfy to use there

Request for bed for test department - along with my new car. I love being a tester



More audience participation

Where do you use your phone/tablet?

In the car? At the dining room table?

In bed? Lying on the sofa?

Out walking? in a coffee shop?

and do you test your app in all those locations or just at your desk?




I SLICED UP FUN
Data

Data  lots to talk about here

Is it confidential, if so is it encrypted and secure?

Test Data - where will this come from? 

What will the data look like in a years time? 2 years?

Does the app get regular data updates?



The Goldilocks test - Too much, too little, just enough

if too much or little is the user told?



Follow the data - is the data the user have been made to enters actually used?



Often your app will link to a portal

Can you create data in the app that the portal doesn't like?

Can you create data in the portal the app doesn't like?



Illegal characters - special characters, emoticons, spaces, html commands etc




Robert Tables, Mr Null, Mr O’Neill - make sure your app doesn't become famous on Twitter for the wrong reasons



Whoops - what happens if you drop your phone?



Audience participation - anyone dropped their phone down the toilet? Or just dropped it? Or bought a new one?

What happens when a user replaces or upgrades their phone?

Do their preferences and data and history follow them?




I SLICED UP FUN
Usability

How do you feel when using the app?

What about installing and set up - easy?

How many steps does it take to accomplish the typical tasks? Too many?

If you have to enter data does the app help or hinder?

If you make a mistake does the app tell you and help you correct it?



Assert True 
AppIsFunTo Use

Room full of devs so you’d probably like to write an automated test like this



AssertFalse 
AppIsAnnoying To Use

or like this

But not gonna happen, use it yourself and notice your emotions, alpha and beta testing



is it important? Fiat just learned an expensive lesson



what the heck, fiddle with connector



this is what happens when you invite a tester to a conference



Anyone seen Keynote do this?

Just a little tester joke to keep you awake - just images of random noise



I SLICED UP FUN
Platform

Back to the mnemonic

iOS and Android of course




“This appears to only happen 
on Samsung S6 devices.”

A report for a user

What flavor of Android are you testing on?

What happens when there is an OS upgrade - can you test on the new OS and also test that users on the old OS are OK?

What if a user goes from iOS to Android - or vice-versa?




2014 - over 18,000 distinct devices can immediately use their app,, with 11,868 devices seen last year compared to 18,796 this year



 scree

https://opensignal.com/reports/2014/android-fragmentation

https://opensignal.com/reports/2014/android-fragmentation/


sensors, screen size, brand - all variations you should be thinking about, market research and risk to see what you need to cover

https://opensignal.com/reports/2014/android-fragmentation


I SLICED UP FUN
Functionality

The simplest thing to explain - does you app do everything it should do? 

Does it do things it’s not supposed to do?

I could do a whole other talk on ‘normal’ testing so wont go into depth on this one



I SLICED UP FUN
User Scenarios

Who are your users - young, old, anyone?

What is their experience - young ‘uns with flashing fingers or older who finger peck?

Is there a power user? Novice user? How is their first day experience? How will why be using it differently after a year? Hopefully you have some personas, try using the 
app as these



Lucky went to Rush concert last year - everyone had their phones in the air

As I said in ergonomics -  where do you test it - sitting at a chair in an office ?

What if your app is voice controlled - good luck with that



I SLICED UP FUN
Network

Your app might be a standalone that never communicates with the outside world

Unlikely so lets run through A Day In the Life of an App



Typical day - wake up in your house in suburbia - house wi-fi



Into your car and carry on using the app, maybe connecting to your in-car system

though if your car is like this ( or mine until I get my new one ) then maybe not



Into work and switch to the office Wi-FI - your office looks like this , right?



Lunch - walk to the local coffee shop and use their WiFi



and lucky you, sent off on a business trip, best switch on airplane mode - and then switch it off and use the airplane wifi



done - so how do I start using this mnemonic?



Start with FUN

If the Functionality is not there then no real point in testing whether it drains the battery or uses up memory. Go through scenarios of your typical users - if they don't like 
it then it will fail, also acts as a tour of the app to get more test ideas. Network problems are often a source of the most difficulties



I SLICED UP FUN

Work out what is most important and focus  more on these areas - e.g. Data could be a very important part of your app and there’s a deadline so you need to get it into 
the store but you don't care at all abut their location



I SLICED UP FUN

For this project Interfaces are a known flaky area and Ergonomics are vital for this project



Security 
Performance

I SSLICED UPP FUN

Dont forget these

and there are other models and mnemonics available, this is a starter….



Accessibility 

SLICED UP FUN A

Thanks Sylvia, just added this in, now it does sound Canadian



How many 
Statler and Waldorfs?

Count how many! 7 plus this one

Automated tests can only pick up what you tell them - if I had told you at the start to count them then you would have done. Human testers following a script might either 
not notice or notice but not say anything as they were only doing what they were told



Resources
phil.kirkham@atomicobject.com 

@pkirkham

Article - I SLICED UP FUN 
http://www.kohl.ca/articles/ISLICEDUPFUN.pdf

Book - Tap Into Mobile Application Testing 
https://leanpub.com/testmobileapps 
https://leanpub.com/testmobileapps

Me - email and twitter

SLICED - site address

John Kohl - book - https://leanpub.com/testmobileapps

mailto:phil.kirkham@atomicobject.com?subject=
http://www.kohl.ca/articles/ISLICEDUPFUN.pdf
https://leanpub.com/testmobileapps

